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cermug gardening gloves 1 pair of for planting, weeding and
waterproof seeding
cermug

$12.88

Quantity

1

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

 SHARE  TWEET  PIN IT

cermug gardening gloves 1 pair of , used for planting, weeding, waterproof seeding,
protecting nails and fingers, the green spirit of gardening gifts

Perfect gardening every time-you can save wounds, dirty fingers and nails. Wearing these gardening gloves, you can quickly and easily complete all your favorite

gardening tasks: sowing, seeding or pruning for all projects and ideas.

Protective and durable material-lightweight waterproof polyester fiber with natural rubber latex coating, can keep hands clean and dry, and provide a comfortable

puncture and puncture protection layer.

It is easy to rinse with water directly, saving you time; the nylon weave on the back of the hand feels comfortable and breathable, which can keep the hand cool and

dry.

Exquisite garden gift-very suitable as a birthday, holiday, mother's day, father's day, thanksgiving or christmas gift; this is very popular as a gift for mothers! Again,

this is the best gift idea for father and any gardening gift.

100% money back guarantee. We make sure that this garden glove set meets the highest quality standards, but if you are not satisfied for any reason, you will get

a refund; now click the "Add to Cart" button and get this amazing new setting!

product description

General size 

Garden gloves 

Perfect gardening can be done every time-you may forget wounds, dirty fingers and broken nails. Now you can do all your favorite gardening tasks quickly and easily:

planting, seeding, digging or pruning for all projects and ideas. 

Easy to clean, protective and durable material-lightweight waterproof polyester fiber plus natural rubber latex coating, can keep hands clean and dry, and provide a

comfortable protective layer to prevent punctures and punctures. It is easy to clean with water directly, saving your time. The nylon weave on the back of the hand feels

comfortable and breathable, keeping the hand cool and dry. 

One set contains: 

1 pair of universal size gloves 
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100% money back guarantee. We make sure that the garden glove set meets the highest quality standards, but if you are not satisfied for any reason, you will get a

refund.

Product Details

Package size: 9.1 x 8.9 x 2.7 inches; 9.59 ounces 

Department: Unisex 

Manufacturer: cermug
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